
 

Estim Wav Files

Here is our guide to electrosex, estim and electrostim sound files. Weve listened to your comments and weve asked
around the community. Here is a selection of electrosex and electrostim sound files, both wav files and mp3 files,

processed to high-quality stereo files and normalised to safe sound levels, which our users have contributed. Thanks to
our guest poster, Dr Orgasm for putting these all together and testing. The files are set to loop automatically and are ideal

to play via this sites links, through an electrosex box, such as an ET-312b power unit or E-stim Systems 2b. Please note,
these files are linked to our users websites and streaming services, and are not hosted on kinkykink.com. If you choose to
use these files for anything other than listening to, you are agreeing to the terms and conditions of this site. Please note,

on IOS devices you have to wait until the whole mp3 file has loaded on your device before it starts to play. This can take a
couple of minutes for the whole file to load. After that it can be stopped, started and file position moved this is down to
Apples proprietary OS, not us. A short electrostim sound file that serves its purpose. Tie up your sub. Place Ch A on the

glans penis, insert Ch B in the anus. Set your ramp speed. Watch the ensuing twitching, writhing, and the inevitable
orgasm(s). Repeat. This track lends itself to excessive precum. Play Estim MP3jPLAYLISTS.inline_5 = [ { name:

325579617-user-524289624-tibetianegyptian, formats: [mp3], mp3: aHR0cHM6Ly9mZWVkcy5zb3VuZGNsb3VkLmNvbS9z
dHJlYW0vMzI1NTc5NjE3LXVzZXItNTI0Mjg5NjI0LXRpYmV0aWFuZWd5cHRpYW4ubXAz, counterpart:, artist:, image:, imgurl:

} ]; MP3jPLAYERS[5] = { list: MP3jPLAYLISTS.inline_5, tr:0, type:'single', lstate:'', loop:true, play_txt:' ', pause_txt:' ',
pp_title:'', autoplay:false, download:false, vol:100, height:'' };

Estim Wav Files

//create a note, including URL, text, text colour, when to be played, playing scale, and key if it's an organ, piano, organ,
drumset etc. seq.addNote({ url: 'https://www.bbc.co.uk', text: 'BBC news', playingOn: 1, scale: 1, key: 1, organNote: true,
drumsetNote: false, playedTime: 0 }); estim wav files For the full script, you can find it on the share tab on my GitHub, or

if you would like to follow along, you can run it by using the script here var seq = require('../build/Sequencer.min.js'),
assert = require('assert'), Util = require('./util.js'), Shapes = require('./Shapes.js'), Hover = require('./Hover.js'); space =
seq.init({ id: 'chart', height: 128, width: 128, title: 'Sequencer', view: false, position: {x: 36, y: 94}, scroll: false }); estim

wav files The next thing we need to do is define some parameters for our sequence. We need to control the sound quality
to make our sounds more 'human' and keep the file sizes small, so this is when we set the kbps to 8k and the compression

to 3. Both of these are named after their respective areas of audio compression. The compression tells the player what
level it will be compressed to, decim tells it to be a lesser quality setting at the same level, while the kbps is how much

data is in each of the successive files. // define the sound quality and compression var quality = seq.quality(8),
compression = seq.quality(3), notes = []; estim wav files The next thing we need to do is set up our notes. Each note will

hold information about the note, including whether we will be playing a specified note (i.e., what key it is) and if we will be
playing a specified scale. 5ec8ef588b
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